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This book is your comprehensive study guide for the GRE Exam.  â€¢ Comprehensive Manual

(Analytical Writing, Verbal Reasoning & Quantitative Reasoning) â€¢ 8 Full-Length Practice Exams

(2 included in the book + 7 online) â€¢ Video explanations for each online test question â€¢ Free

Live Support: By visiting www.argoprep.com you can chat with a tutor and have your questions

answered. Live chat is available Monday through Sunday from 8AM EST to 10PM EST.  â€¢ Higher

Score Guaranteed
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I am a tutor and I must say that I am pleased with my purchase of the GRE Prime 2017 Graduate

Record Exam by the Argo Brothers. The book is very detailed and informative to the reader, as well

as to teachers and tutors. My students are pleased with the 800+ mini videos and the free live

support. In chapter 14, the math primer walks you through key concepts in arithmetic. It is explained

thoroughly to its reader and provides step by step instructions that is needed to solve the problem. I

will recommend the GRE Prime 2017 to students and also tutors who are preparing their students.

I am currently a retired teacher and over the past 35 years, I have had my fair share of preparing

students for the Graduate Record Exam. I usually never have the patience to write a product review,

but for several reasons I felt inclined to write a review for the GRE Prep 2017 Test Prep Book by

Argo Brothers. This book is similar to Kaplan but offers more. This is your standard test prep book

with a comprehensive overview and then x amount of practice exams. This book comes with a total



of 8 exams compared to 6 offered by Kaplan and 4 offered by Princeton. Ample amount of practice

question and tests. The live support feature included in this book is most certainly the #1 appealing

add-on and makes this book automatically a required test prep book when studying for the

Graduate Record Exam. I have already integrated this GRE Prep book into my curriculum for my

current students. I skimmed some of the videos that are provided to supplement the book, and they

are very helpful for students. I would recommend using all of the features provided in this book. One

thing that does erk me about this book is that the margins are close to the page, so there is a lot of

material being thrown on the page. Other than that, I think this book is probably one of the best

books out on the market to date.Irina Krits

I received a free copy of the GRE Prep 2017 with 8 Practice Tests Prep Book from Argo Brothers

and this is my unbiased review. I initially contacted Argo Brothers and asked if they would send me

a free copy of their test prep book and in return, I would write an honest review and use their test

prep book to prepare my students if their book was a helpful resource. I am a long-standing GRE

and GMAT tutor, and I am always on the lookout for the best available prep books for my students.

Without a doubt, this GRE Test Prep book is one of the top three books students should be using

while studying for the GRE Exam. Here is a breakdown of the pros and cons of this book.Pro #1: -

Live Support Feature: If you don't understand a problem or you don't understand any concept on

the GRE Exam, you have the option to ask them your question/s on their website. I tried this feature

out to see how this process works. About 2 hours later I received an e-mail with a video explanation

to my question. One Word... Amazing! This test prep book took it to the next level of helping

students on the GRE Exam. They provide video explanations or e-mail explanations depending on

your question. Oops, I forgot to mention. This live support system is completely free to use, what the

freak!?Pro #2:-8 Full-Length Exams. Other competitors include 6 or 4 full-length exams so you get

more of a bang for your buck.Pro #3:- Kaplan has a ridiculously huge manual which includes a lot of

unnecessary information. The manual included in this book is a slightly condensed version and is

not full of superfluous information.Con #1: - I wouldn't necessary call it a "Live" support feature since

you need to wait for them to send you back a video explanation. However, 2 hours is not a bad wait

time. After all, this service is free.Con #2: - 6 Exams are in the book and 2 are online. I wish they

had included the 2 online exams in the book as well.Conclusion:The Free Support feature alone

makes this book a very useful resource for students. If you are studying for the GRE Exam, I would

highly recommend using this book along with the Manhattan 5 lb Prep Book. This is an extremely

helpful book.



I took the GRE a few years ago before applying to schools for a master's program, and now I'm

getting ready to apply for doctoral programs so I want to improve my score. Last time I used Kaplan

and was pleased with the results. I thought since I already had a Kaplan guide I'd add something

different this time. I figured if nothing else, it would give me some more practice problems, but it is

as good as useless to me.First, all the information in the book can be found on the ETS website.

The reviews for each section are superficial and repetitive, as if they were just trying to make the

book longer without adding content. The practice exams are all on paper....even the online exams

are just PDFs. I've been trying to use the exams as practice exercises, but so far the questions are

all far too easy to stretch me. Solutions are often incomplete (such as only explaining half the

answer), and there are a lot of typos or other errors. The scoring guide uses the old scoring system

(it changed several years ago).I'm going back to Kaplan, where there are extensive online practice

exercises and tests with detailed, full solutions for every question. Argo Brothers might work well for

those needing very basic review, but there are much better free online resources (try Khan

Academy).
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